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READY FOR GROWTH
After two difﬁcult years enduring the COVID-19 pandemic, it has been truly
heartening to see the rebound in the employment numbers across our region
over the last several months. At WILL, we have a unique opportunity to see a full
picture of the impact and integration of our work as the only full-service immigrant employment agency in Ontario.
The unemployment rate in the Southwestern Ontario region is down this year
marking the region’s lowest jobless level amid the COVID-19 pandemic. The
provincial and federal governments have recently announced signiﬁcant investments to attract large-scale manufacturers back to Southwestern Ontario and the
jobs that come with them. This bodes well for our economy moving forward, as
the spin off beneﬁts will be enormous. Additionally, Statistics Canada’s 2021
census highlighted the high rate of immigration into our region this past year,
and shared the increased rate of movement of immigrants from city to city within
Ontario.
We are beneﬁtting from strong consumer demand across all sectors as we emerge
from the pandemic, and while supply chain issues continue to plague both
manufacturers and consumers, we are seeing the ﬁrst signs of a rare jobs boom
across Southwestern Ontario.
However, with the unemployment rate so low, virtually all industries across our
region are dealing with labour shortages and ﬁnding challenges in locating
qualiﬁed and skilled talent. For the ﬁrst time in decades, it is truly a job seekers’
market – but it is very important to keep in mind that not all job seekers are the
same.

A NEW NAME AS WE CONTINUE OUR JOURNEY
This year we have started sharing our new name with the community and so it has
been good to reﬂect on where our journey started.
Our new name emphasizes the expertise and transformative work we have been
involved in throughout our 37 year history. From our earliest days we believed that
everyone deserves the opportunity for a prosperous future in Canada. Our non-proﬁt
was founded because we know that discrimination and a lack of resources can prevent
newcomers from realizing their full potential.
WILL began as a pilot project focused on supporting the social integration needs of
immigrant women, and since then we have broadened our mandate and invested in a
broad range of employment solutions for all immigrant job seekers and employers.
Today, as leaders in our ﬁeld, we continue the journey of delivering innovative employment solutions designed to help our immigrant clientele on their own unique and
individual employment journeys.
As you will see in the coming pages, the value of our organization comes from the
expertise and commitment from every person who works to move our mission forward
each and every day.
We look forward to many more years of welcoming, innovating, learning and leading
together.

The reality is many individuals are not beneﬁting from this recent economic
expansion. While it may be true that more employers are hiring, even paying more
in some occupations, it also true that the systemic barriers that have prevented
so many internationally trained individuals from full participation in the economy
are still very much in place.
That is why the programs and services WILL Employment Solutions provides are
more important than ever.
Our region is experiencing exponential growth. WILL Employment Solutions is
ready and up to the challenge of connecting our region’s employers with the
labour force they require.

Tyler Kelly
Board Chair

Jennifer M. Hollis
Executive Director

THE LANDSCAPE
IMMIGRATION MATTERS
Immigrants grow and shape Canada’s future.
By 2035, it is estimated that almost 100% of Canada’s net population growth
will come from immigration. Workforce growth is outpacing population
growth, and with almost 5 million Canadians set to retire by 2035 and a
declining birthrate, immigration is needed to ﬁll the gaps in our labour force
and keep our economy growing.
Canada will require 350,000 immigrants annually to meet workforce
need.
What does this means for our communities?
•
•
•

Immigration addresses labour shortages in such as science,
technology, social services and health care: 1 in 4 health care
workers in Canada is a newcomer
1 in 3 Canadian businesses is owned by an immigrant. Small
businesses are the engine for creating new jobs and fuel innovation
Immigrants enrich and strengthen culture and diversity of thought in
our communities

And yet, immigrants and newcomers are still facing many systemic barriers as
they try to enter the Canadian labour market. This can be attributed to a
general lack of awareness about the value of their skills and experience,
international credential recognition, racism, discrimination and unconscious
bias in recruitment and retention strategies.
We are on a mission to change that.
At WILL, we believe:
•
•

A Canadian workplace is a diverse workplace
Everyone deserves an opportunity to create a prosperous future
through meaningful work

OUR MISSION
We drive innovative employment solutions to
bring immigrants and employers together

2021-22
AT A GLANCE

Total clients served:

1556

Employers repeatedly hire and retain
immigrants:

Increase 17%
Clients meaningfully employed:

614
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of our clients are multilingual in English and one of the
following spoken languages:
25% Arabic
2% Bengali;Bangia
2% French

5% Hindu
1% Korean
2% Malayalam

1% Mandarin
4% Portuguese
1% Punjabi

19% Spanish
3% Urdu
2% Yoruba

1% Turkish
1% Tamil
35% Other Languages

IMPACT IN ACTION
Our vision is that all immigrants are successfully employed.
We support job seekers, regulated professionals and employers throughout Ontario
to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to create a prosperous future through
meaningful work.
To achieve our vision, all barriers and obstacles to employment for immigrants need
to be removed and equality of access to the labour market is achieved by obtaining
commensurate employment.
This also requires that we not only support immigrants as they start their career
journey in Canada, but also after they reach employment. We aim to understand
how immigrants can be best supported by employers and the communities they call
home.

Our vision also requires then, that we support employers.
We help employers ﬁnd the right talent at the right time. We also provide
mentorship and placement opportunities to connect employers with talent.
A key element is educating employers on intercultural competency and retention
while expanding their understanding of best practises in equity, diversity and
inclusion to create stronger workplaces for all.

GUIDING IMMIGRANTS TO REACH
THEIR CAREER GOALS FASTER
We support job seekers at every stage of their employment journey, and offer critical
guidance at the necessary points along the path.
Navigating the employment journey should not be complicated, so the ﬁrst touch point
with WILL is with our expert System Navigation Team. This team ensures that job
seekers stay on track and consistently make headway in meeting their goals and
accessing the resources they require throughout the process.

WILL WORK - HELPING IMMIGRANTS FIND MEANINGFUL WORK
SERVICES HIGHLIGHT

EMPLOYMENT COUNSELLING AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT
As job seekers begin thinking about their employment journey and speciﬁc career goals, our suite of
services, speciﬁcally designed to meet the needs of immigrants to Canada, provides a step-by-step
approach to ﬁnding work.
Employment counselling is really at the heart of our organization. When a client seeks out services or
asks for help, our counsellors are there to offer advice, encouragement and assistance.
We help job seekers deﬁne career goals and then direct them to the right services to ﬁnd employment,
improve their conﬁdence and increase their chance of success.
This includes connecting job seekers with job opportunities and mentoring supports through well
established relationships with employers throughout the region.
At WILL, supporting our clients means we build a partnership between the counsellor and the client.
The client brings their qualiﬁcations, experience and skills, and the counsellors brings the needed
knowledge to ﬁll in any information gaps the newcomer may have.
This year we provided a total of 2,787 counselling sessions, resulting in:

756

clients being better equipped with the tools they need to translate international experience and
education into employment in Canada.

“All of the services that I received at WILL
helped me understand all aspects of the
Canadian labour market.”

SERVICES HIGHLIGHT

PREPARING FOR THE CANADIAN JOB MARKET AND SUCCESS IN THE WORKPLACE
While the employment journey on the surface may appear to be the same for Canadian born job seekers
and immigrants, there are many other factors to consider if you are new to Canada.
Some of the additional challenges that immigrants faced this year were directly related to the limited
mobility and accessibility to services during the pandemic lockdowns. There was a lack of volunteer
opportunities meaning that they were not able to gain Canadian work experience or build their network.
All of these are important factors which led to decreased employment opportunities. Many clients also
experienced delays in obtaining Social Insurance numbers, work permits or renewal of their Permanent
Resident cards due to a lack of understanding or familiarity with the requirements for applying online
and some governmental ofﬁces being closed for in-person services at stages during the pandemic.
This is where WILL’s Employment Preparation team is valuable in offering unique training and skills to
immigrant clients that are designed to speciﬁcally address the barriers newcomers face in integrating
to the Canadian labour market.
We offer a variety of workshops and classes to address the challenges and cultural differences of the
employment process in Canada. Our workshops help immigrants learn about Canadian workplace
culture, labour market information, job search and networking techniques, and the tools and steps
needed to stay on track toward the goal of securing a desired career in Canada. Our objective is to
support immigrants in developing the tools and skills to successfully market themselves and feel
conﬁdent in the job search market and once employed, in the Canadian workforce. To support
immigrants in becoming independent in their employment journey, we supported:

129

newcomers in becoming job ready through 162 days of workshops.

“I strongly believe that the changes made to my
resume and the changes to my LinkedIn proﬁle
after the meeting with the WILL team paved the
path to my recent job opportunity.”

SOLUTIONS HIGHLIGHT

ALTERNATIVE CAREER OPTIONS FOR INTERNATIONALLY TRAINED HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONALS
The need to increase and support the healthcare sector in Ontario has never been more evident that in
the last two years. The pandemic has increased the strain on the sector as well as highlighted the gaps
where Ontario can further improve in its services.
The Alternative Career Options Program (ACO) is an example of the insights and expertise that WILL
can provide to support policy makers and various levels of government in highlighting opportunities
speciﬁcally for internationally trained healthcare professionals. There is a signiﬁcant opportunity for
these highly skilled and trained healthcare professionals to ﬁll the gaps in Ontario. However, due to
the underutilization of International Medical Graduates during the pandemic, many have been
discouraged in pursuing the long licensure process, as it continues to yield low results for those that
are internationally trained.
This program was launched in 2018 as a result of the long licensing process required for immigrant
healthcare professionals to continue their career in Canada. As an alternative to achieving licensure or
while completing the process of licensure, ACO provides assistance to participants in preparing for and
ﬁnding employment that best matches their skills and education within healthcare and related
sectors.
The top ﬁve alternative career options identiﬁed by internationally trained healthcare professionals
were:
•
•
•
•
•

Clinical Assistant
Clinical Research
Pharmacy/Dental Assistant
Personal Support Worker
Registered Practical Nurse

By assisting clients in assessing their skills and helping them recognize how their skills inventory can
be key attributes to success in alternate career paths, ACO supported

70%

of internationally trained healthcare professional clients in securing employment.

“After graduating from medical school in
Yemen, I moved to the USA to complete my MSc
and PhD of Dermatology and then ﬁnished a 2
year fellowship. After moving to Canada I was
looking for work in clinical research and WILL
helped me ﬁnd the exact employment I was
looking for in less than a month.”

WILL ACCESS - HELPING TO MAKE IT FASTER AND EASIER FOR
NEWCOMERS TO CONTINUE THEIR CAREER IN CANADA IN THE
TRADES AND REGULATED PROFESSIONS.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHT

ACCESSING LICENSURE AND CERTIFICATION
WILL Access is a regional leader providing qualiﬁed assistance to newcomers seeking accreditation,
licensure, certiﬁcation and employment in Ontario’s regulated professions and trades. As the only
resource outside the Greater Toronto Area focused on facilitating licensure for all regulated professions
and trades, our services continue to be in strong demand.
WILL Access works with clients to prepare, review and submit accurate and complete licensure
applications to the province’s regulatory bodies and follows up with clientele throughout the licensing
and employment journey accordingly.
In 2021-22, WILL Access provided licensure and certiﬁcation counselling services to 256 internationally
trained individuals and we helped 63 clients prepare and submit their licensing applications to the
province’s regulatory bodies. In addition, 82 clients received their regulatory body license/certiﬁcation
and 101 clients achieved Canadian equivalency in their ﬁeld or occupation.
Commensurate employment is the ultimate goal of all our clientele.
This year:

118

WILL Access clients found employment in their profession or in a related occupation.
“One of the major challenges of starting a new life as
an immigrant is being successful in transferring your
skills and education to the new country and getting
employed in the ﬁeld in which you are trained for.
WILL Access provided great help and support for my
application to the Professional Engineers Ontario
(PEO). I obtained my Professional Engineering
Licence, and I am thrilled to be part of a great
research team at the National Research Council of
Canada.”

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHT

THE INTERNATIONALLY TRAINED WORKER LOAN PROGRAM
The Internationally Trained Worker (ITW) Loan Program delivered through WILL Access provides access
to the funds necessary to complete international credential recognition.
As one of the longest standing microloan programs in Canada, the ITW Loan Program helps our clients
overcome ﬁnancial barriers to licensure and certiﬁcation by providing one of the lowest interest rates
for this initiative. The loan helps to cover the direct and indirect costs of credential recognition including tuition fees for training and skills upgrading; books and course materials; exam and licensure
fees; professional association fees; and any other costs related to obtaining accreditation in their ﬁeld
or occupation.
The program’s loan counsellors help clients develop a ﬁnancial support plan that is tailored to meet
their unique needs in achieving licensure and certiﬁcation. Applicants are pre-approved for loans by the
program and referred to our lending partner Libro Credit Union to disburse the loan and provide our
clientele with valuable ﬁnancial planning and money management skills training as part of the
program.
Since the program’s inception in 2011, the program has issued 288 loans to WILL’s clientele, totalling
$2.5 million dollars. The average loan amount is $8,680. To date, 166 loans have been repaid in full,
and the default rate remains very low at approximately 3%.
The current funding agreement for the program began in 2018, through which 120 loans have been
disbursed. Approximately 60% of these loans have been issued to skilled newcomer women. We are
very pleased that 30% of loans issued since 2018 have already been repaid in full.
In 2021-22 alone, 22 loan recipients found employment in their ﬁeld or in a related occupation,
resulting in a:

146%

increase in average salary as a result of obtaining employment in their ﬁeld of expertise.

“The WILL Access loan counsellors helped me to
create a customized career work plan, identify all
remaining steps and costs and submit the loan
application. My loan was approved and I used the
funds to cover courses required by the College of
Nurses of Ontario. I am now working full-time as a
Registered Nurse.”

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHT
NAVIGATING ALTERNATIVE CAREER OPTIONS TO INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
NEWCOMERS TO GAIN EMPLOYMENT AND REDUCE BARRIERS
When licensure in one’s ﬁeld of experience is not a viable option, or the path to get there will take
some time, WILL Access works with our clients to identify and explore meaningful alternative career
pathways.
To enhance our clients’ self-conﬁdence in pursuing employment, we refocus employment success so
our clients are not solely focused on a ‘job title’ but rather a career ‘options’ focus. This allows the
client to appreciate their transferable skills and qualiﬁcations and realize greater career opportunities.
The Counselling for Alternative Employment Pathways (CAEP) project’s goal was to better connect
internationally trained workers (ITWs) with employment opportunities as soon as possible after their
arrival in Canada, while keeping their options open to pursue certiﬁcation or licensure in regulated and
non-regulated professions. Through CAEP services, newcomers gained a better understanding of the
process for professional employment in their ﬁeld in Canada, and became aware of the beneﬁts of
pursuing alternative employment.
While supporting 412 newcomers to identify alternative employment options, there were over 550
employer connections made during the last three years to increase employer engagement. The
relationship with employers is a key outcome of the project as it offered an opportunity to highlight
and promote the newcomer clients for potential employment opportunities, it also helped reduce
barriers to the successful workplace integration of newcomers.
Some examples of occupations where our clients have found alternative employment include:
Production Lab Scientist, Construction Manager, Architectural Technician, Operations Manager,
General Construction Estimator; Project Coordinator; and Managing Consultant.
Since 2018, the Counselling for Alternative Employment Pathways program has helped 241 clients
complete alternative employment pathway maps, and:

181

clients secured meaningful employment outcomes. 44% were women.

“As a senior business and accounting professional
from South Korea, I was the head of a large
international company. I connected with CAEP to
identify opportunities to continue working in my ﬁeld
and ﬁnd career alternatives in Canada. After support
from WILL I am now working in the accounting
department at a law ﬁrm. I continue to work with
WILL in supporting the next steps in my career and
pursuing licensing options with Chartered Professional
Accountants of Canada.”

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHT

PAID ENGINEERING PLACEMENTS TO ACHIEVE LICENSURE AND FILL CRITICAL
GAPS IN THE CANADIAN WORKPLACE
There are numerous steps an internationally trained engineer must take to gain accreditation as a
Professional Engineer in Ontario including: having their credentials recognized, completing ethics
exams, technical exams and gaining Canadian work experience.
Gaining Canadian work experience is often the most challenging barrier, and this program was designed
to help encourage employers to providing experience opportunities and job related relevant coaching.
Through this program, we are responding to a critical gap in service to increase and accelerate the
number of highly skilled newcomers completing the licensure process in their regulated ﬁeld and
integrating into the Canadian labour market.
We are also delivering systemic change by accelerating pathways to full licensure for regulated
professions, engaging more employers in providing paid work experience for skilled immigrants to
complete licensure, strengthening private and public partnerships in incubating paid placements
through a collaborative model and supporting the transition from volunteer placements to paid
placement arrangements.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHT

SUPPORTING CANADA’S SUPPLY CHAIN SECTOR
The COVID-19 pandemic caused one of the largest threats to business operations and
continuity. With lockdowns, low supplies, transportation restrictions, and increased cost of
materials, there is a need to transform our supply chain management system to a more
sustainable model.
To proactively manage risk and transform operations beyond the gaps identiﬁed in the
pandemic, employers require a labour force which has international expertise in the ﬁeld.
The skill sets of internationally trained individuals (ITIs) can ﬁll the gap to meet the demand in
our regional labour market.
This 3 year program, launched in the 4th quarter of 2021-22 is being delivered in partnership
with the London Chapter of the Association for Production and Inventory Controls (APICS). The
program has been designed to link supply chain demand with ITI talent, and:
•
•

Prepare highly skilled ITIs to use their transferable skills and experience into commensurate
employment in Supply Chain Management and integrate into the Canadian labour market;
Engage employers in smaller, rural and remote communities to promote the workforce
integration of ITIs to strengthen supply chains across the broader region.

Participants have the option of taking two levels of internationally recognized supply chain technical
training as part of the program. We are looking forward to the initial outcomes and employment results
of this innovative program for both job seekers and local employers in the coming year.

THE VALUE OF BEING THE ONLY
FULL-SERVICE IMMIGRANT
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY IN ONTARIO
To support our mission, there is the need to directly connect clients and employers with the ultimate
goal of securing commensurate employment. Recruiting and hiring qualiﬁed talent in today’s job
market is both time consuming and complex, but navigating that process does not need to be difﬁcult.
The leadership and expertise provided by WILL ensures both employers’ and clients’ needs are met and
focused on building strong talent pipelines that continue to grow our regional economy. Our employer
services are provided by our expert Sales and Marketing Team (SAM) and the WILL Immploy team. Both
teams play a key role in ensuring successful employment for clients and employers.

THE SALES AND MARKETING TEAM WORKS TO FIND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYERS AND CLIENTS
When a client is referred to the Sales and Marketing team (SAM), they are ready to use the tools and
resources through the WILL workshops and ﬁnd the right employment.
SAM’s focus is to: create connections, establish partnerships and uncover opportunities in order to
support our clients in their job search.
CONNECTIONS – Letting employers know about our clients and highlight their skills is an essential part
of the client’s job search. Creating connections between clients, employers, key inﬂuencers, and
coaches is a focus of the SAM team when working with clients. SAM assists clients to create robust
networking partnerships through targeted job search action plans that are built around their employment goal. Whether it is a volunteer work placement, an informational interview or arranging industry
networking events, at WILL we continue to strive to provide value to each client’s job search success
and to actively open doors across Southwestern Ontario’s labour market.
PARTNERSHIPS – For over 37 years WILL has established many relationships with top employers
throughout Southwestern Ontario. The SAM team continually works to strengthen and build new
employer partnerships.
OPPORTUNITIES – Making the right connections creates opportunities for growth and innovation for
both clients and employers. SAM’s strong relationship with the employer provides our clients with a
better understanding of what type of organization a new employee or a jobseeker will be working for,
beyond just a job description. This type of approach provides both sides of the job search equation,
jobseekers and employers, with a complete picture of each other. This is a critical component to ﬁnding
long term, relevant and commensurate employment, or the right ﬁt.

WILL IMMPLOY – CONNECTING EMPLOYERS TO IMMIGRANT
TALENT FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
Successful employment is more than creating a job posting. At WILL, we support employers in
addressing their employment gaps, while also connecting employers to effective employment tools and
resources. From recruitment and screening to onboarding and retention of immigrant and newcomer
talent, the WILL Immploy team offers education and training solutions to local workplaces seeking to
keep a competitive, inclusive and welcoming edge in the competition for top talent. Employers are
recognizing the need for greater diversity, equity and inclusion in their workplaces due to our education
efforts and in return are breaking down barriers to allow for greater recruitment and retention of
newcomer and immigrant talent.

SERVICES HIGHLIGHT

WILL IMMPLOY JOB MATCH

WILL Immploy’s Job Match service, provided by the SAM team, is an important tool that can be
utilized to better connect employers with job seekers across our region. This service provides
employers with coordinated access to a hidden talent pool by screening, shortlisting and
recommending candidates for job opportunities. The service successfully leverages community and
service provider relationships as an additional source of support for regional job seekers.
The pandemic has impacted many employers and affected their bottom line. The service, tourism and
hospitality sectors have been some of the hardest hit. This has resulted in a signiﬁcant talent drain as
staff were laid off and required to ﬁnd alternate career paths and created a critical skills shortage and
experience gap for many employers in these sectors.
Other sectors have similar gaps and they are struggling to ﬁnd applicants that possess the skills and
experience to meet the job posting requirements. Many employers are amending job postings to
compensate for the shortage. Others are adding additional perks or concessions to entice applicants.
This shortage is being felt at all levels of the job market from unskilled, skilled and even professional
job levels.
This is where WILL Immploy’s Job Match service expertise can help.
Educating regional employers about the untapped potential of immigrant job seekers by actively
connecting them with skilled talent for current job openings is the key to success. In 2021-22, we
were able to match:

475

unique candidates to employers and worked with over 184 unique employers in supporting them
with recruiting and ﬁnding talent.

“WILL has helped us tap into an applicant
pool that we normally wouldn’t have
access to”

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHT
MENTORSHIP

In another year ﬁlled with uncertainty, one thing remained constant for the WILL Immploy Mentorship
program - the power of connection through mentorship positively impacts the lives of newcomers. Year
after year, professional volunteers at companies across Southwestern Ontario are matched with
newcomers looking to enter into their ﬁeld in Canada. This support provides guidance and practical
understanding for newcomers on how to meet their career goal. This program has become increasingly
important over the course of the pandemic.
The pandemic brought with it unpredictable and unprecedented challenges for newcomers to Canada
and the effects of the pandemic have lingered, further impacting newcomers’ ability to secure
meaningful, stable employment. Many newcomer jobseekers are feeling discouraged and frustrated.
This discouragement has led to an increase of newcomers moving into new regions to seek employment
and/or non-participation in the labour market altogether. We know that newcomer jobseekers are
concerned about ﬁnding jobs in the region that match their skillset, the high cost of living that is
continuing to rise, as well as barriers to employment due to discrimination and bias.
The WILL Immploy Mentorship program works alongside Job Match to ensure that job-ready newcomers
not only have support connecting with job opportunities, but also have access to people in their chosen
ﬁeld that can offer coaching, guidance and insight for the Canadian workplace. Mentors help connect
newcomers to professional networks while helping to create a sense of hope and belonging while on
their employment journey.
This past year we saw signiﬁcant success in building relationships with employers like RBC Royal Bank
and London Hydro. When we expanded our partnership with RBC, we were able to provide 20 newcomer
jobseekers with a mentor and through London Hydro, we engaged an additional 10 mentors. These
partnerships secured mentors within ﬁnancial and electric engineering ﬁelds which are highly sought
after by our clients.
This experience with RBC and London Hydro has provided a great insights for us to expand on with other
employers in the region. Not only do these relationships provide high caliber mentors for our newcomer
jobseekers, but also the mentorship program offers employers an opportunity to give back to the
community in a meaningful way, further bridging the gap for newcomers in our community.
A recent evaluation survey conducted by the Toronto Region Immigrant Employment Council on
mentorship programs indicated that mentees are

2.5 times

more likely to be in a good quality job that is full-time, permanent and offers beneﬁts and
opportunities for advancement.

“Mentorship is a great way employers can
attract bright and diverse employees to your
company.”

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHT

EMPLOYER ENGAGEMENT: TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Employers across Southwestern Ontario are actively looking to improve workplace hiring and retention
practices. In addition to Job Match and Mentorship, WILL Immploy stewards an Employer Engagement
initiative to increase the engagement of the business community in proactively recognizing and
welcoming newcomer talent. Education and training has been offered through collaborative
partnerships with the Immigrant Employment Councils of Canada, a number of Southwestern Ontario
Local Immigration Partnerships and with the City of London’s Community Diversity and Inclusion
Strategy. Education and training is also offered to employers through private, customized sessions that
meet their speciﬁc needs and respond to real experiences and challenges in their workplace.
Some of the education programs we offered this year included: recruitment, equity and inclusion,
retention, intercultural competency, immigration support and bilingualism. As a result of our efforts,

240

unique employers attended our education and training sessions leading to 50 employers incorporating best practices to support employee workplace integration.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHT

NEWCOMER TALENT RETENTION NETWORK
WILL is a strong driver of innovative employment solutions to labour market needs and is a leader in a
wide-ranging community network. This project brings together the partnerships that WILL has built
over the years and leverages their expertise in equitable and inclusive onboarding strategies,
intercultural communication, equity and inclusion, human resources, immigration and law, and
community settlement. These experts will work with employers to provide specialized consultancy
based on each employers unique needs and build a tailored workplace action plan to improve
immigrant and newcomer talent retention in the workplace.
The funding for this project reafﬁrms the government’s commitment to and prioritization of newcomer
employment and professional growth. We are seeing a shift to balance the resources and supports
offered between newcomer job seekers and employers and this project is an example of the need to
support both in advancing system change.
The objective of this project is to see newcomers stay employed in their settlement journey. Employers
will experience less turnover as they prioritize strategies that encourage newcomer retention. Labour
force needs will be met through retaining international talent in safe, welcoming and inclusive
workplaces and creating a more diverse workforce that will yield innovative and creative solutions to
the beneﬁt of all employees.

“I have a whole new appreciation for the talent that
we have as a community. There is a very good
representation of both government and private
sector at the sessions and we hope to implement the
insights immediately.”

THE WILL COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS

BUILDING DIVERSE COMMUNITIES THROUGH INNOVATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
At WILL, we recognize that supporting immigrants involves more than just supporting each client’s
individual employment needs or helping employers ﬁll employment gaps. In order to truly change the
way that immigrants ﬁnd jobs and create truly diverse workplaces includes being advocates and
leaders in promotion of inclusivity and anti-racist practices within our communities and workplaces.
The partnership and sponsor projects that WILL works with are key to our expertise and leadership.
These were some highlights of the work we supported together this year:

LONDON & MIDDLESEX LOCAL IMMIGRATION PARTNERSHIP
The London & Middlesex Local Immigration Partnership (LMLIP) continues to work as a sponsored
project at WILL. At its core, the LMLIP strives to ensure that our community is one in which newcomers
feel welcomed, safe and supported. As such, over the last ﬁscal year the LMLIP has poured time,
energy and resources into initiatives that foster a welcoming community through anti-racism and
anti-discrimination work. With the Network for Economic & Social Trends at Western University, the
LMLIP published a report on discrimination experienced by immigrants, visible minorities, and
Indigenous Peoples in London and Middlesex. This empirical study was the ﬁrst of its kind to provide
local data on experiences of discrimination. It provided valuable insights about who is
experiencing discrimination, where it is happening, how it is happening, and who the perpetrators
are. The LMLIP disseminated this research to a variety of critical sectors within the community,
community leaders. Using this research as a guide, the LMLIP continues to execute
anti-discrimination campaigns such as their “All Are Welcome Here” campaign and the 1000 Acts of
Welcome campaign. The LMLIP looks forward to further increasing their visibility through community
outreach and networking over the next ﬁscal year.

ESC NETWORK
Another sponsored project of WILL, Employment Sector Council (ESC) represents 40+ member
organizations from across Southwestern Ontario which form our collaborative network of community
employment and social service providers, educational institutions, workforce & economic
development, and government partners. ESC is entering its 30th anniversary in 2022 and looks forward
to continuing and growing its efforts to support our member organizations and staff, meet workforce
and employment needs, share information, plan for services and resources, and promote regional
economic growth and community development in collaboration with other labour market partners.
Our Job Developers’ Network now comprises 100 job developers (and those in similar roles) from 30
employment service providers across our region. This group is busy collaborating to assist our business
community with both large-scale recruiting and hiring efforts and supporting smaller employers’ needs
through collective job fairs, information sessions, and more.
ESC’s members and leaders gather regularly to monitor and share information about the on-going
provincial employment services transformation, workforce and service needs, and other employment
sector challenges and opportunities. We succeed and excel in our uniquely collaborative and
innovative efforts, thanks in large part to WILL’s leadership support.

AWARDS
WILL would not be successful without its community partners and many volunteers. Each year, it is
important to recognize those that have made a signiﬁcant impact in the Southwestern Ontario region in
support of a shared commitment to the WILL mission and the needs of newcomers to Canada. Each year,
the organization honours two award recipients to acknowledge their outstanding dedication and
commitment through the WILL Award and the Anne Langille Legacy Fund Award.

WILL AWARD
The WILL Award recognizes an individual, group or company that demonstrates a signiﬁcant
contribution to immigrant job seekers through: Welcoming, Innovation, Learning and Leadership. With
support from the WILL Board of Directors, the committee has selected Ryan Seeley, President of Premier
Business Consulting Group as the WILL Award recipient. Ryan was nominated because of his
commitment and support of newcomer advancement through training, recruitment, employment and
leadership.
Ryan has collaborated closely with WILL to share job opportunities and support a variety of WILL
programs. Along with his consistent consideration of WILL clients since 2017 through the Job Match
program, Ryan has hired immigrant talent independently and supports the employment community
through his involvement with YOU as a Campaign Committee Member and a Board Member with Young
London. Ryan’s support of WILL has extended beyond hiring clients, he has actively participated in the
Sales and Marketing team’s roundtable events, participated as a mock interviewer during client
workshops and as a mentor with the WILL Immploy mentorship program.

Ryan has eagerly and willing made himself available to support any request for internationally trained
newcomers and encourages his diverse team members to pursue long-term employment goals outside of
his business while promoting his existing team through professional growth.
We celebrate Ryan’s enthusiasm to give of his personal and professional time to welcome and support
newcomer talent and promote the program to business colleagues. This award recognizes Ryan for his
leadership in building an inclusive workplace and championing diversity in the London community.

ANNE LANGILLE LEGACY FUND
The annual Anne Langille Legacy Fund was created in 2014 in memory of WILL’s long-standing
Executive Director, Anne Langille. To honour Anne’s legacy of community engagement and
capacity-building, staff members select a charity or non-proﬁt that assists those in need in our
community, whose values are in line with WILL’s, and whose clients reﬂect our community. In 2021, we
selected Josephs’ House, which was established in 1987 by the Sisters of St. Joseph and now operated by
the London Cross-Cultural Learner Centre (CCLC). Josephs’ House provides temporary shelter and basic
needs at low cost to newly-arrived refugee claimants from all over the world who have ﬂed their home
countries in fear of persecution. These vulnerable, often lost and even traumatised individuals are
provided with the practical and sometimes emotional support they need as they adjust to their new
home and navigate the complex process for getting ofﬁcial documents, work on their asylum claims, get
children into school and start learning English or looking for work. Staff provide assistance with securing
suitable and affordable housing, make referrals and also assist with clothing and other needs
Services are offered respectfully and with the aim of helping newcomers to begin their new lives in
London, with the objective of encouraging self-sufﬁciency in a situation where newcomers are still
struggling to re-establish themselves. Josephs’ House is well-known within the refugee-serving
community as a valuable resource offering compassionate and supportive services for new refugees and
for facilitating economic and social integration for residents by making timely and appropriate referrals
to services across areas of need: education, social services, English as a Second Language (ESL), housing
and so on – including referrals to WILL for employment and credential evaluation support. We are proud
to honour the staff of Josephs’ House as the 2021-22 recipient of this award.
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FINANCIALS
WIL COUNSELLING AND TRAINING FOR EMPLOYMENT
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITIONS excerpts as of March 31, 2022
ASSETS
Current
Cash and short-term investments
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Due from The Skill Centre
Capital Assets
Total Assets
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred Revenue
Net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

2022

2021

$2,952,881
1,912,754
15,934
182,939
5,064,508
2,657
$5,067,165

$2,727,081
1,641,299
27,545
138,106
4,534,031
3,586
$4,537,617

381,843
2,225,726
2,607,569
2,459,596
$5,067,165

208,143
1,775,784
1,983,927
2,553,690
$4,537,617

OPERATIONS AND NET ASSETS for the year ended March 31, 2022
REVENUE
Operating grants/contributions
Other income
EXPENDITURES
Amortization
Project administrative costs
Salaries and beneﬁts
Excess of revenue over expenditures
Net assets, beginning of year
Net assets, end of year

$3,261,817
1,065,350
$4,327,167

$3,332,638
1,153,246
$4,485,884

929
1,508,798
2,911,534
$4,421,261

1,217
1,629,108
2,807,388
$4,437,713

(94,094)
2,553,690
$2,459,596

48,171
2,505,519
$2,553,690

THANK YOU
Our Funders

City of London
Employment and Social Development Canada
Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada
Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development
Ontario Trillium Foundation
United Way Elgin Middlesex

Our Team
Our team is comprised of 54 intelligent, generous, hard-working people who are
committed to changing the world together.
This wide-ranging group of experts draws upon experience as immigrants and
newcomers from around the world and a variety of industries and backgrounds in an
effort to break down barriers and empower more immigrants to reach their full
potential. In 2021-22, we were thrilled to add 10 new staff members to our team.

JOIN OUR MISSION
Together, we can do so much more. You can have a part in engaging and raising
awareness of the importance of immigrants to our communities, to recognize their
expertise and to empower immigrants to reach their full potential.
VOLUNTEER. We are always looking for mentors and mock interviewers to work
directly with newcomers and immigrants who are on their career journey. Your
expertise can make a lasting impact on their lives and how they feel welcomed to
Canada.
PARTNER with us. We are here to support employers in ﬁnding top talent that can
help you with innovation and growth. Join us or let us connect with you at an event or
education session where we can share our expertise with your teams and your
community.
LIKE us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn to stay up to date on our
latest information, news and events.
For more information on the opportunities above or for ways to get involved,
email us info@willemployment.ca

OUR VISION
All immigrants are successfully employed

CHANGING HOW IMMIGRANTS
FIND JOBS

141 Dundas Street, 4th Floor
London, Ontario N6A 1G3
519-663-0774
willemployment.ca

